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Book. What s done in the dark comes to light eventually, says the
pastor of First Baptist Church in Chicago. Those words enter
Jerome Thomas spirit and release bittersweet memories of his
past; memories he worked hard to suppress for the sake of his
family. In the early years of his marriage to Renee, Jerome
made several mistakes. He neglected his family, struggled with
bouts of alcoholism, and wasted money. But the one mistake he
regrets the most was cheating on his wife with Taylor. Every
morning before she opens her eyes, Taylor Belle says a quick
prayer for forgiveness. The guilt of the affair she had with
Jerome and the lives of the people she hurt weigh heavy on her
heart. Several years have passed since the affair, but there is still
unfinished business between them. As life becomes more
complicated, Taylor knows that she needs to settle things with
Jerome before God will lift the burden on her heart. Although
Jerome and Taylor now live in different states, they share a
secret that could potentially destroy their families. What will...
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It is great and fantastic. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this published e publication. I found out
this pdf from my i and dad encouraged this book to discover.
-- Destini Muller-- Destini Muller

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. it absolutely was writtern very properly and valuable. I found out this
book from my i and dad advised this ebook to find out.
-- Am a nda  La r kin-- Am a nda  La r kin
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